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Dear Mr. Zapolsky:

The Unitarian Universalist Association (UUA), a long-time shareownerof

Amazonis hereby submitting the enclosed resolution for considerationat the

upcoming annual meeting. The resolution requests that the Board commission
an independentreport to assess whether the company’s products or services

contribute to humanrights violations. The UUAis co-filing the resolution

submitted by the Sisters of St. Joseph of Brentwood and delegates all decision-

making to them.

The Unitarian Universalist Association (“UUA”) is a faith community of more

than 1000 self-governing congregations that brings to the world a vision of
religious freedom,tolerance and social justice. With roots in the Jewish and

Christian traditions, Unitarianism and Universalism have beenforces in

Americanspirituality from the time of the first Pilgrim and Puritan settlers.

The UUAisalso an investor with an endowmentvalued at approximately $200

million, the earnings from which are an important source of revenue
supporting our work in the world. The UUAtakesits responsibility as an

investor and shareownervery seriously. We viewthe shareholderresolution
process as an opportunity to bear witness to ourvalues at the same time that we

enhance the long-term value of our investments.

Wesubmit the enclosed resolution for inclusion in the proxy statement in

accordance with Rule 14a-8 of the General Rules and Regulationsof the

Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 for consideration and action by the

shareownersat the upcoming annual meeting. We haveheld at least $2,000 in
market value of the company’s commonstock for more than one yearas of the

filing date and will continue to hold at least the requisite numberofshares for

filing proxy resolutions through the stockholders’ meeting.
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Verification that we are beneficial owners of the requisite shares of Amazon

will be provided upon request. If you have questions or wish to discuss the
proposal, please contact Mary Beth Gallagher mbgallagher@iasj.org orPat

Mahoney patmahcsj@gmail.com whorepresent the lead shareholder.

Yoursvery truly,

Andrew McGeorge

CC: Timothy Brennan, Special Advisor on Responsible Investing

Mary Beth Gallagher mbgallagher@iasj.org
Pat Mahoney patmahcsj@gmail.com

Enclosure: Shareholderresolution



Amazon, 2020

CustomerDueDiligence

Resolved, Shareholders request the Board of Directors commission an independentthird-party report,

at reasonable cost and omitting proprietary information, assessing Amazon’s process for customer due

diligence, to determine whether customers’use of its surveillance and computervision products or

cloud-based services contributes to humanrights violations.

Whereas, the use of Amazon's surveillance technology and cloud services in law enforcement and

immigration contexts that have existing systemic inequities may replicate, exacerbate, and mask these

inequities.ı It may also compromise public oversight and contribute to widespread government

surveillance. According to the UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of opinion and expression,

surveillance tools may “interfere with human rights, from the right to privacy and freedom of expression

to rights of association and assembly, religious belief, non-discrimination, and public participation.”2

Governmentcontracts for cloud services and surveillance technology, which lack transparency, are an

increasing revenue source for Amazon WebServices (AWS), growing tenfoldin five years.3 AWSis

mission-critical for government agencies. Amazon’s partnership with Palantir, the subject of employee

and customerprotests, enables Immigration and Customs Enforcementto identify, detain, and deport

individuals and families, often violating human rights.4

Companies use “Know Your Customer” (KYC) duediligence to evaluate and mitigate clients’ potential

risks. For example, financial services companies use KYC to prevent money laundering. Companies

selling high-risk technologies might consider using similar processes, with participation from civil rights

experts and impacted stakeholders, to assess customers’ suitability, human rights record, and likely end

use of products.

Amazon’s surveillance technologies compoundhistorical and systemic inequity, including

disproportionate use of surveillance on communitiesof color, even if used according to Amazon’s

guidelines. Customers may use technologies in ways Amazon warnsagainst, as happened with an

Oregon Sherriff's office use of Rekognition,s and this mayviolate rights.

 

 



Amazon partners with over 600 police departments, providing police with access to Ring doorbell video

surveillance data. Amazonis contemplating integrating face surveillance capabilities into Ring.s Senator

Markey’s investigation on Ring found Amazonhas“no oversight/compliance mechanisms” to protect

consumers’ privacy rights.7 Amazon’s Neighbors application allows customersto post Ring footage,

which police may request or subpoena. While Neighbors prohibits discrimination, racist speechis

prevalent.s Ring and Neighborsblur the line between private and governmentfunctions and enable a

climate of fear and distrust by misleading customers to believe crime rates exceed actual levels.

While Amazon has adopted a Human Rights Policy, it lacks information on embedding, independent

oversight, and applicability to end users. Amazonfails to disclose Conditions of Use agreements,efforts

to evaluate customer compliance therewith, or analysis of said agreements’ effectiveness at preventing

harmful use.

Inadequate due diligence around customers’ use of surveillance and cloud technologies presents privacy

and data security risks, which the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board identifies as material for E-

Commerce companies.

Amazonis responsible for ensuring its customers do not use surveillance and cloud products to violate

human rights.

 

 


